Wrapped Around Your Finger
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Intro

Verse

You consider.... me....'

Caught between the... Scylla and Charybides...

Hypnotized by.... you....

'Staring at the.... ring around your.... finger...'
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"I HAVE ONLY... COME HERE..."

"I CAN SEE THE... DESTINY YOU.... SOLO..."

"TURNED INTO A.... SHINING BAND OF.... GOLD..."

CHORUS

"I'LL... SEE...."

(Back To Intro Vamp)

VERSE

"Mephistopheles... IS NOT YOUR.... NAME..."
Chorus

'I'll... be...'

Bridge

'Devil and... the..... deep blue sea..... behind me...'

'Vanish in... the... air. You'll never.... find me...'

(Intro vamp interlude)
I will turn... your... face to al-a-sas-ter...

When you'll find your servant is your master...

You'll be... wrapped around my finger...

(Outro instrumental vamp)